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A Warm Welcome!
President/CEO Dr. Mark Darrow

I

extend a warm welcome to our new President/CEO—Dr. Mark Darrow. I interviewed
him September 13th as the winds of hurricane Ophelia were whipping up. I learned we
have a multifaceted leader who looks forward to bringing great things to Coastal AHEC and
the community at large
...

Mark Darrow, MD, FACP, President/CEO
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Dr. Darrow was born in upstate New York in Batavia. He was born there because the tiny
town of LeRoy, New York, where his parents lived, and where he grew up did not have a
hospital. He was the oldest of four children and the only male. He attended public schools,
played baseball, football, and participated in wrestling and track during his teen years.
But, Mark Darrow also had other interests far from sports. He had a good voice and an
outgoing personality, so he eagerly pursued theatre. He performed in several high school
musicals—You’re a Good Man Charlie Brown, Carousel and Jesus Christ Superstar. His musical
abilities also extended to the saxophone and the choir. His love of music originated from his
grandmother who listened to opera on her record player in her bedroom hence he developed
an early love for music.
Still another facet to the personality of Mark Darrow is that he loves to work with his
hands. He developed this interest from his uncles and his father, all of whom made their
living using their hands in professions such as brick masonry, plumbing, and electrical repair.
Mark Darrow thoroughly enjoys carrying on the tradition by working on and adding on to
his own home and he finds this a release from the concentrated mental work of medicine.
He is married to Diane and has 2 children, Mary who is a third year medical student at UNC
Chapel Hill and Matthew, a junior at Chapel Hill undergraduate.
He attended medical school on Long Island at the State University of New York at Stony
Brook and he did his Internal Medicine residency at the Mary Imogene Bassett Hospital in
Cooperstown, New York. After completing his residency, he went into private practice and he
was offered the medical practice of a 92 year old physician who coincidentally was a coverage
partner for the physician who delivered Diane, Mark’s wife. This retiring physician did not
Continued on page 2
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A Warm Welcome!, continued

want money for his practice, but rather a promise—a promise that Dr. Darrow would take care
of his “old ladies”. These 75 elderly patients resided in a local nursing home. Dr. Darrow
enjoyed treating the elderly and this led to his clinical interest in geriatrics and eventual certification
in that field. Four years later, he went to work in the Herkimer Health Center in Herkimer, New
York, an office that was affiliated with his old residency program. It was here that he worked
with medical students and residents in a formal teaching capacity for the first time.

Donna Flake, Director

A Word
From Donna

I

t gives me great pleasure to introduce
our new Coastal AHEC President/
CEO — Dr. Mark Darrow on page 1.
Libraries worldwide are becoming
more electronic, and our library is no
exception. This year we are canceling a
number of print subscriptions and replacing them with their electronic counterparts. These new electronic journals
are listed on page 7.
I have always been fascinated by the
Alexandrian library of antiquity, and
when I heard the library was going to
be rebuilt, I was eager to learn about it.
We provide you a summary of the old
one and the newly built one on page 6.
Dr. Robert M. Fales, for whom our
library was named, was a dear friend of
mine and important to the history of
Wilmington. A sketch about him and
memories of him from his two favorite
librarians appear on page 4 and 5.
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In the Fall of 1992, Dr. Darrow put his Curriculum Vitae out to the medical community
looking for an academic position that might suit him and help further his interest in academic
medicine. One rainy, stormy night, he received a telephone call from Dr. Jim Jones, Chairman
of the Family Medicine at East Carolina University in Greenville, North Carolina. Dr. Jones
told Dr. Darrow that he had checked him out thoroughly and that he was told by a former
instructor at Stony Brook that Dr. Darrow had the “heart of a family doctor”. Coincidently,
Dr. Jones, who is semi-retired, now works part-time at the Maple Hill Clinic in our AHEC
region. Dr. Darrow liked what he heard and headed south to the Family Practice Center to
practice and teach Geriatrics where he has been for the past thirteen years.
Over time he became Clinical Services Director at the center and eventually Medical Director
of ECU physicians, the Practice Plan and Associate Dean for Clinical Affairs at the Brody
School of Medicine. For the last 18 months he has served as the Interim Chairman of the
Department of Family Medicine. During his time at East Carolina University, he served as the
Chairman of the Pitt County Medical Society Committee on Aging and was also a preceptor
for a variety of learners and students. He has taught classes on the physiology of aging,
preventative care in the elderly and geriatric pharmacology and has published extensively in the
same areas. He became tenured and promoted to Associate Professor. His scholarly activities
have included lectures and poster presentations at various national meetings, contribution to
the JNC IV committee on Hypertension, and publication of several papers and book chapters.
...
Again, I welcome Dr. Darrow to Coastal AHEC, and I sincerely look forward to getting to
know him better.
Donna Flake has been Director of the Robert M. Fales Health Sciences Library since 1992.

“

Potent Quotables
d

Dr. Jim Jones, Family Doctor at the Maple Hill Medical Center in Pender County comments
on Dr. Mark Darrow:
“The Cape Fear region is extremely fortunate to have Dr. Mark Darrow taking on the
CEO position of Coastal AHEC. This is a critical leadership role in our geographic area.
I have known Mark Darrow for a long time—I recruited him to come to East Carolina
University’s Department of Family Medicine when I was its Chairman.
Dr. Mark Darrow is an extremely capable doctor, a skilled clinician, a very learned
teacher and has great administrative skills. He will be a great asset to the AHEC program.
I look forward to working with him.”
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CIO Avery
Cloud Praises
the Library

Potent Quotables
d

“

S

hortly after I arrived at NHRMC in
August of 2004, our enthusiastic library
director Donna Flake stopped by my office to
meet me. She warmly welcomed me to
Wilmington and to the Network. Then she
encouraged me to visit the library and asked
me to become a participant in the Leadership
Wilmington class of 2004-05. I did both of
these things. Donna is also the Chair of the
Leadership Wilmington Chamber of Commerce Advisory Board. I am now honored to
be a member of that board.
I spent an hour visiting the library during
my second month here. I must admit I was
truly impressed with both the physical library
as well as the virtual library. The electronic resources include an amazing number of nursing, medical, and allied health books, journals
and databases. All this information is available
to hospital physicians and employees from anywhere within NHRMC, Cape Fear or anywhere
there is Web access. Physicians can also access
these resources through Portal. I continue to
work with Donna to expand seamless access
to these electronic sources of information.
A surprising find was that the library not
only supplies medical information but also is a
resource for trade journals and business information such as:
IBM Systems Journal
Information Knowledge Systems Management
Information Management Journal
Information Strategy
Information Systems Security
InformationWeek
Journal of Business Logistics
Benefits and Compensation Digest
Executive Excellence
Financial Planning
Clearly I have a lot to read on my breaks!
Access to information improves health
care services and business performance. For

Don’t join the book burners. Don’t think
you’re going to conceal faults by concealing evidence that they ever existed.
Don’t be afraid to go in your library and
read every book…
~Dwight D. Eisenhower

Avery Cloud, CIO, NHRMC

NHRMC, the campus library is an important component of our information resources.

Some books are to be tasted, others to be
swallowed, and some few to be chewed
and digested: that is, some books are to
be read only in parts, others to be read,
but not curiously, and some few to be read
wholly, and with diligence and attention.

”
~Sir Francis Bacon

Public Library Spreads
Healthy Information

T

he Consumer Health Library at New Hanover County Public Library has been
awarded $40,000 to carry out a project titled “Health Information in the Community.”

The project’s goals are linked to the North Carolina 2010 Health Goals, which include
“supporting individuals to develop the capacities and skills to achieve healthy living.”
It is funded by the National Library of Medicine under a contract
(#NO1-LM-1-3522) with the University of Maryland, Baltimore.
Consumer Health Librarian Alice Sheridan will use the funding
to teach free public classes on basic computer skills and on locating
reliable health information online. Classes will be scheduled at community centers, health centers, and faith communities, as well as in
public library computer labs.
The project will also establish health information resource centers
in
partnership with the Zimmer Cancer Center, Northside ReConsumer Health Librarian
source Center, New Hanover Community Health Center, and Voces
Alice Sheridan
Latinas. These organizations will receive computers with Internet access, and the Consumer
Health Librarian will train their clients and personnel in researching health information. For
information about the project, or about the Consumer Health Library’s services, please call or
email Alice Sheridan at 910 798-6323 or asheridan@nhcgov.com.
Reprinted with the permission of Dorothy Hodder from the September 2005 issue of the Scuttlebutt—
the New Hanover County Friends of the Library newsletter.
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The Life of Dr
Dr.. Robert M. Fales
HIS PROFESSION WAS MEDICINE; HIS AVOCATION WAS SHARING HIS KNOWLEDGE OF HISTORY WITH OTHERS

I

t is quite unusual for anyone to make their
mark in life in two entirely different fields.
Such a rare man was Dr. Robert Martin Fales,
whose profession was in medicine; his avocation was the sharing with his fellow citizens his
vast knowledge of the history of his home
town.
Robert Martin Fales was born on February 25, 1907 in Wilmington, North Carolina,
the eighth and youngest child of James Benjamin Franklin Fales (1859-1925) and
Magdelene Delena “Maggie” Hewlett Fales
(1867-1944). Both of his parents’ families were
descended from some of the earliest residents
of the Lower Cape Fear Area—the Hewletts
having lived on Masonboro Sound since before the Revolution.

added in the ensuing years. By the middle of
the century, all of the facilities were in desperate need of repairs and updating. In 1956,
Dr. Fales communicated his concerns to the
local Medical Society. The outgrowth of this
proposal was that advances were made to the
New Hanover County Commissioners and a
bond issue to build a new hospital was scheduled for a vote. The first attempt at passing
the bond issue was defeated.

Another attempt was made in November, 1961. The issue was one of the most hotly
contested in County history. The previous
summer, the Atlantic Coastline Railroad
moved their General Offices to Jacksonville,
Florida, Wilmington was in a state of shock
at losing its most valuable payroll. It was Dr.
Dr. Robert M. Fales
Fales’ contention that besides the obvious
His father was the owner and operator of
Fales Fish House, a wholesale establishment located on Wilmington’s medical reasons for a new hospital, without adequate medical faciliriverfront. His early childhood home was on the southwest corner of ties, the city would not recover from the substantial financial blow.
Sixth and Castle Streets. In 1922, the family bought from Johanna He involved everyone he knew in the campaign. A phone bank to
Runge’s estate a large house at 311 South Fifth Street. They remodeled canvas voters was set up in the vacant Wilmington Savings and Trust
Building in the 100 block of Princess Street. There was no one in the
the new home and moved in shortly afterwards.
county who did not hold strong opinions about the issue.
Dr. Fales entered Union (Elementary) School on the corner of
The Bond Issue passed by a few hundred votes. One of Dr.
Sixth and Ann Streets in 1913. Later, he was in the first freshman class
Fales’
first cousins was heard to remark, “It would have been terrible
of New Hanover High School, when it was newly completed in 1921.
for the county if the hospital issue had failed, and what would we
After finishing high school in the Class of 1925, he graduated have done with Robert?”
from Wake Forest College and Jefferson Medical College. His resiThe successful bond referendum was to set the stage to build
dency was completed at the Episcopal Hospital in Philadelphia, PA. In
1935, he opened his surgical practice in Wilmington, with his first of- New Hanover Memorial Hospital on south Seventeenth Street, which
fice located in his mother’s home off Fifth Street. Not only did he opened in June of 1967. It has become a premier Regional Medical
pursue his surgical practice, but he treated almost every other imagin- Facility, caring for not only citizens of New Hanover County, but for
the whole Cape Fear area. The Health Services Library at the hospital
able medical problem, including delivering babies.
is named for Dr. Fales.
Dr. Fales quickly became a leader in his profession. In the late
Prior to 1967, the area south of Seventeenth and Dawson Streets
1940’s, he moved his office to one of the upper floors of the Murchison
Building. Later, he became the President of the New Hanover-Pender- was an undeveloped heavily wooded tract. With the impending
completion of the new hospital, other builders began to complete
Brunswick Medical Society.
offices for doctors who had been located all over town. Dr. Fales was
Sometime in the early 1950’s, it became apparent to Dr. Fales that one of the first to move into new quarters in front of the hospital,
the medical facilities at James Walker Memorial Hospital were grossly on the newly created Medical Center Drive. After his retirement, his
inadequate and would need a total overhaul. The original building had former office became the Hospital’s Hospitality House, which is
been constructed in 1901, with funds given by a wealthy Scottish build- the host for out of town families with loved ones in the hospital.
ing contractor and named for its benefactor. Additional structures were

Continued on page 5
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Life of Dr. Fales, continued

In the early seventies, Dr. Fales began a
project to accumulate photographs of physicians who had practiced in Wilmington. Early
on, he decided to have slides made of the photographs. Over the years, the focus of the collection enlarged to cover not just those related
to the Medical Profession, but to photographs
relating to old Wilmington. The culmination
of this endeavor was the collection of over
1300 slides. He developed his patented talk and
armed with his trusty Kodak slide projector
spoke to gatherings countless times including
civic clubs, newcomers, and church groups.
Dr. Fales wrote several historical articles
and books. A hundred and fifty of his photographs were included in Wilmington, Yesteryear
(1984), chronicling his home town. Memories
Yesteryear was published in 1988. In 1993, the
Staff of the North Carolina Room at the New
Hanover Public Library put together his additional recollections in Memories Yesteryear, Volume II. For his literary efforts, the Lower Cape
Fear Historical Society awarded him the
Clarendon Award in 1985 and the Society Cup
in 1988.
In 1940, he married Sarah Taylor, the
daughter of John Mercer and Sudie Mills Taylor and a native Wilmingtonian. The union was
blessed with two children—Alice Martin Fales
(Mrs. William Stanfield) and Robert Martin
Fales, Jr. In later years, Dr. Fales took great
pride in his five grandchildren.
After his retirement from his medical practice in 1985, Dr. Fales became the elder statesman of the North Carolina Room at the New
Hanover Public Library. Indeed, his almost
daily visits to the library caused some to wonder if he was setting up office hours there. He
was usually found in his favorite spot at a desk
just outside of the historical room’s doors on
the second floor, writing on yellow pads in his
peculiar scrawl. He was never too busy to answer questions from the library patrons about
old Wilmington. During one of his library visits, David Brinkley, the distinguished national
newsman, interviewed him for a book about
his early years in Wilmington.
Continued on page 7

I

started my library director position in 1992, and met Dr. Fales almost immediately. During his
monthly visits to our library, he told me about his life, the history of Wilmington, and always
encouraged me to make the library named for him an outstanding library. Sometimes, Dr. Fales and I
just visited in my office, but other times I would take him out to lunch in downtown Wilmington. As we
would ride by the buildings, he would tell me who owned the buildings and some of the history. He
pointed out that his father’s business, Fales Fish House, was on the river across from Roy’s Riverboat
Landing and that he spent many hours helping his father there as a boy. He told me that he and two
groups of boys got into a fight in the dry pond area of Old Wilmington near the bottom of Castle Street.
I have two favorite memories of Dr. Fales. He shared with me a story of when he was about eight
years old, he was a member of a boy’s club — much like the Boy Scouts of today. Early one Saturday
morning, all the boys jumped in the back of an enclosed truck and were driven to the Kure Beach
area. This was a new experience as the road between Carolina Beach and Kure Beach had just been
paved. The boys got out of the truck at Kure Beach and hiked the five miles to Fort Fisher. Dr. Fales
said he was astounded to arrive then and see the remains of the Civil War battle as if it had happened
just a short time before his arrival. He filled all his pockets with bullets and other small items from the
battle. He said he knew he was witnessing history. My other favorite story was this: Dr. Fales said
when he was a young doctor in Wilmington people often came to his house for treatment. One night
there was a knock on his front door. When he answered the door, a nervous looking young man said,
“My wife is in the wagon about to have a baby. Can you help her? I have a ham in the wagon and
that is all I have to pay you.” Dr. Fales replied, “Bring the ham and your wife inside.”
I still miss Dr. Fales.

—Donna Flake

I

was fortunate to make the acquaintance of Dr. Fales, in 1985, when he retired from his medical
practice and began “keeping office hours in the public library.” For about ten years, during his
daily visitsto our library, Dr. Fales regaled the staff of the North Carolina Room with his memories of
growing up in Wilmington. He had a remarkable memory and could recite stories that were told to
him by nineteenth century Wilmingtonians, making his span of local history deep and rich. The
staff soon began to rely on him to answer historical questions about subjects that had not yet been
printed in local history books. Others also found out about his library “office” and began dropping
by to ask him questions. He loved to help fourth grade students with their North Carolina history
projects and anyone else who dropped by to see
him. A Piedmont airplane pilot visited with him
nearly every time he flew into Wilmington.
When Dr. Fales was writing, which was nearly
every day, he would ask us questions to
substantiate his memory. Together we would
journey into the past looking for facts. It was a
wonderful way to learn our collection and local
history. He knew about my personal interest in
architectural history and he delighted in riding
Beverly Tetterton
with me through old neighborhoods of
Wilmington telling me about houses and who resided in them. I appreciated his honest assessment
of their lives and times. It has been ten years since his death. I still miss my mentor and cherish the
years we had together.
—Beverly Tetterton
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The • Alexandrian • Library:
From • Past • to • Present

ocated in Alexandria, Egypt, this library was
founded in c. 290 BC by Ptolemy Soter (Ptolemy
I) a former general of Alexander the Great. After Alexander’s demise, this general was bequeathed a portion
of the subjugated lands and soon became King of Egypt.

literature, and 3) the Septuagint (i.e. the first translated copy of
the Old Testament to Greek from Hebrew) was originated at
the Alexandrian library. No wonder this cultural wonder of
the ancient world became an icon for knowledge itself.

Unfortunately, during a succession of wars, the library
Ptolemy I had a high regard for learning and with was destroyed by fires during the 3rd century AD. The Egyptian
Egypt’s easily accessible location by voyagers and government and the United Nations Educational, Scientific,
merchants, he sought for Egypt to become the leading and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) worked and planned
for a total of 10 years in order to
cultural learning center during his
recapture the original mentality of
(and his successor’s) reign. The
being a universal center of knowledge,
ambitious Alexandrian library had
and so the Alexandrian Library could
one goal: to collect all of the
be reconstructed to honor its former
literature available and have it
predecessor. The new library’s
transposed into Greek. With the
ceremonial opening occurred January
help of his son Ptolemy Phila2003, and today is known as the
delphus (Ptolemy II) and of
Bibliotheca Alexandrina. Its aim is to
Demetrios of Phaleron, the ancient
reconceptualize the spirit of the initial
library was created and it ultimately
library: to be an international leader
expanded to become the greatest
in information.
library of its time. Ten great halls
(which divided scrolls by subject)
The passing of time and
housed over 400,000 to 700,000
technology has greatly reconfigured
scrolls and this collection was
the layout of the library which now
accomplished by one of two ways:
includes: 3 museums, exhibitions,
aggressive collecting and confisresearch institutes, a planetarium, plus
cation. Collectors were sent
enough space for millions of books.
throughout the known world to
Some current facts and figures are: it
obtain all the literature available and
cost around $172 million US dollars
all travelers venturing through
to construct, it includes 13 floors, 4
and contemporary: top, a projection of the
Eg ypt had all written works Ancient
million books, a conference center
exterior of the ancient library; bottom, the new
library’s design reflects modern technologies.
sequestered until copies could be
(with 3200 seats), 578 staff members,
made. The originals were placed in
and a school of information studies
the Alexandrian Library and the copies were given to among many more additional entities.
the original owners.
The Bibliotheca Alexandrian is certainly a wonder of the
Notable mentions of the Alexandrian Library are: modern world and hopefully can keep up with technologically
1) Zenodotus of Ephesus (325? – 260? BC) was the first changing times. This international icon has made a former
librarian and his specialty was the classification of poetry, dream a reality and as it ensues to keep its worldwide mission
2) the first cataloger/librarian of “books” was a scholar at the forefront of its aspiration, reminds us of how we have
named Callimachus (305? – 240? BC) and he created the evolved from our ancient times.
—Karen Stafford
Pinakes which cataloged not only the holdings of the
References: 1. Bibliotheca Alexandrina (2005). Empyrean Quest
library, but also provided a type of history for Greek Publishers (2005); 2. The Alexandrian Library. Rubin, Richard E. (2000)

Life of Dr. Fales, continued
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Everyone said he had a very professional manner when dealing
with his patients. Off duty, he was a warm and witty man. He told
delightful stories in colorful language about his life’s adventures and
was particularly proud of Jeff Davis, a dog whose talents included
“singing” and “playing” the piano.
Failing health caught up with Dr. Fales in the early months of
1995. His visits to the Library became less frequent. On August 2,
1995, his life ended in New Hanover Regional Medical Center, the
same hospital he helped make possible. His funeral at the First Baptist
Church, of which he was a long time member, was attended by a large
crowd of family and friends. He was interred in Oakdale Cemetery.

Getting to Know Your Library...

Karen Stafford

K

aren has worked at our library for nine years as a Library
Technical Assistant. For most of the time Karen handled
interlibrary loans, but for the last year, she has assisted with
cataloging.
Karen received her BA degree from the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill. She worked part-time at the School of
Information and Library Science Library.
We are all very proud of Karen, who is obtaining an
accredited Master of Library Science (MLS) degree online. After
she finishes her Master’s, hopefully in 2007, Karen would like to
become involved in the clinical aspects of librarianship. She
would make rounds with physicians and then perform literature
searches to help find treatment options for the doctors’ patients.
She would also like to focus on web design and development.
She is married to her high school sweetheart, Berkley, who
is a Trade Direct Account Executive for UPS. They have two
beautiful daughters— Hayley who is eight years old and a 3rd
grader at Eaton Elementary, and Lily Grace who is four years
old and goes to Winter Park Baptist Preschool.
When she can find some free time between her job, school
and the roles of mom and wife, Karen likes to read, sing and
play handbells in her church choir, cross-stitch, and play
volleyball.
Karen is a valued asset to our library. In her own words, she
receives gratification when she is able to “help people satisfy
their information needs.” On a humorous note, computer viruses
are not her specialty, but anything else involving a computer,
feel free to darken her doorstep.

After his death, Mrs. Fales donated his extensive slide collection to
the North Carolina Room of the New Hanover Public Library. Dr.
Fales numbered and wrote notes about each slide before his death.
These notes with the addition of an index will make it possible for
Library Patrons to use the items in this collection for research. The
legacy of Robert Martin Fales, M.D. is measured by the lives he touched
in the medical profession and as a historian. New Hanover Regional
Medical Center and his historical writings and slide collection will continue to serve the citizens of his beloved native county for years to
come.
Ann Hewlett Hutteman for the New Hanover Public Library website:
<http://www.nhcgov.com/lib/history/fales/pages/gen/falesbio.htm>

»e-News:)
23 ADDITIONAL journals offered
electronically as of Jannuary 2006...

» American Journal of Emergency Medicine
» American Journal of Occupational Therapy
» American Journal of Public Health
Allergy,, Asthma, and Immunology
» Annals of Allergy
» AORN Journal
» Archives of Pediatrics and Adolescent Medicine
» BJU International
» British Journal of Surgery
» Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics
» Heart
» Home Healthcare Nurse
opics
» Hospital TTopics
» Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery (British Ed.)
» Journal of Continuing Education in Nursing
» Journal of Gerontological Nursing
» Journal of Nursing Education
» Journal of Obstetric, Gynecologic, & Neonatal Nursing
» Journal of Psychosocial Nursing & Mental Health
» Journal of the National Cancer Institute
» Nursing Economics
» Obstetrics and Gynecology
» Pediatric Nursing
» Psychiatric Services
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of the Library
Corporate Friends

Silver Friends ($50)

Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Helak

PPD

Dr. Robert Henihan

Asa Brown

Hilton Wilmington Riverside

Dr. James Hundley

William S. Clark

Rippy Automotive

Dr. Robert Kastner

Dr. Celine Daily

River Enterprises

Dr. Robert Kelly

Gerri Harris

Wachovia

Dr. Peter Kindschuh

Dr. Catherine Kassens

Woodbury and Company

Dr. William King

Susan Keller

Dr. Michael C. Kinnebrew

Roger Mason

Dr. Larry H. Knott

Jennifer McGee

Dr. Sunil Arora

Dr. Brian Legere

Rebecca Meares

Dr. Joey William Eakins

Dr. Patrick Maguire

Connie Parker

Dr. and Mrs. William O. McMillan

Dr. Linda McClain

Robert R. Platt

Dr. Kavita Persaud

Dr. and Mrs. Dean Meisel

Trish Scarlett-Rafferty

Dr. Janelle A. Rhyne

Dr. James Mertesdorf

Marie E. Seneque

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Stanfield

Dr. Kenneth W. Myers

Dr. Leo Warshauer

Dr. J. Richard Tamisiea

Dr. Martin Myerson

Dr. Stephen L. Young

Platinum Friends ($500)

Dr. Don Nakayama
Gold Friends ($100)
Dr. Victor E. Abraham
Dr. Roy Alexander
Dr. John W. Anagnost
Dr. Clint Atkinson
Dr. Richard Bahner
Jack Barto, CEO
Mary Scott Bethune
Dr. Dale Woods Boyd
Dr. Ellen Brown
Katie Carr
Dr. and Mrs. John Cashman
Dr. Timothy Chase
Drs. Thomas and Michelle Clancy
Avery Cloud
Dr. Samuel B. Collins
Dr. Sara Collins
Jerry Coy
Dr. Jonathan Crane
Dr. Douglas Degroote
Dr. Thaddeus Dunn
Megan Fales
Robert M. Fales, Jr.
Sarah T. Fales
Dr. Douglas Hamerski
Dr. John L. Harshbarger

Dr. Charles Neal
Dr. John Scott O’Malley
Dr. Frederick Opper
Dr. Greg Palega
Bonnie A. Parsons
Dr. Daniel Patterson
Dr. Joseph M. Payne
Karen Pleva
John Rader
Dr. John W. Sanders
Dr. Gregory Schimizzi
Dr. David Snow
Dr. Sam Spicer
Taylor Stanfield
Dr. William R. Sutton
Dr. Henry Temple
Dr. Mark Tillotson
Janet Toedt
Dr. Peter Ungaro
Dr. Edward W. Whitesides
Dr. Kenneth Willeford

national
library week
April 2-8, 2006
First sponsored in 1958, National Library Week
is a national observance sponsored by the
American Library Association (ALA) and libraries
across the country each April. It is a time to
celebrate the contributions of our nation’s
libraries and librarians and to promote library
use and support. All types of libraries—school,
public, academic and special—participate.

change your world
@ your library

Dr. and Mrs. Paul Woodworth
LIBRARY HOURS:

Nancy Woolwine
Dr. Jeff Wright
Dr. Alex Yip

Monday – Thursday

7:30 a.m. – 9:00 p.m.

Friday

7:30 a.m. – 8:00 p.m.

Saturday

8:30 a.m. – 2:30 p.m.

Sunday

2:00 p.m. – 6:30 p.m.

